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Abstract—Fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithms with spatial infor-
mation have been widely applied in the field of image segmentation.
However, most of them suffer from two challenges. One is that the
introduction of fixed or adaptive single neighboring information
with narrow receptive field limits contextual constraints leading
to clutter segmentations. The other is that the incorporation of
superpixels with wide receptive field enlarges spatial coherency
leading to block effects. To address these challenges, we propose
fuzzy STUDENT’S t-distribution model based on richer spatial
combination (FRSC) for image segmentation. In this article, we
make two significant contributions. The first is that both the narrow
and wide receptive fields are integrated into the objective func-
tion of FRSC, which is convenient to mine image features and
distinguish local difference. The second is that the rich spatial
combination under STUDENT’S t-distribution ensures that spatial
information is introduced into the updated parameters of FRSC,
which is helpful in finding a balance between the noise-immunity
and detail-preservation. Experimental results on synthetic and
publicly available images further demonstrate that the proposed
FRSC addresses successfully the limitations of FCM algorithms
with spatial information, and provides better segmentation results
than state-of-the-art clustering algorithms.

Index Terms—Fuzzy c-means (FCM), image segmentation, rich
spatial information, STUDENT’s t-distribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

C LUSTERING aims to assign a label to each element within
a set, where elements with similar characteristics have

the same label. As an unsupervised learning method, clustering
requires the construction of an objective function and computes
the optimized solution by minimizing the objective function.
Currently, clustering has been widely used in different fields
such as image processing [1], pattern classification [2], [3], deep
learning [4], etc. Among different clustering methods, fuzzy
c-means (FCM) is one of the most popular methods due to its
simplicity and efficiency [5]–[7].

Compared to k-means [8], [9], FCM has some clear ad-
vantages such as soft clustering, membership description, etc.
As FCM can achieve data classification without the labeling
process, it is often used for unsupervised image segmentation
tasks in cases lacking ground truth. At present, a large number of
improved FCM algorithms have been proposed and successfully
applied to image segmentation. However, FCM performs image
segmentation similarly to normal data classification without
considering image local spatial information, which leads to
the fact that FCM only provides tolerable image segmentation
for images with simple objects and backgrounds since it is
sensitive to noise, brightness, image details, etc. To improve the
performance of FCM on image segmentation, many variants of
FCM algorithm have been proposed, we roughly divide these
algorithms into three categories: FCM with spatial distance
constraints [10]–[19], FCM with filtering [20]–[29], and FCM
with Markov random field (MRF) [31]–[35].

FCM algorithms with spatial distance constraints improves
image segmentation effect by incorporating image local spatial
distance into the objective function of FCM. Researchers utilize
different local spatial terms to correct membership of the central
pixel within a window, which alleviates noise interference and
improves segmentation performance. Based on this idea, a large
number of improved FCM algorithms [10]–[19] are reported. In
these algorithms, FCM_S [10], FCM_S1 [11], FCM_S2 [11],
FLICM [12], DSFCM_N [13], and AWSFCM [14] adopt linear
spatial weights obtained from experience. The RFLICM [15],
KWFLICM [16], NWFCM [17], ADFLICM [18], and PFLSM
[19] employ nonlinear spatial weights obtained by local sim-
ilarity measurement of images. Although the latter [15]–[19]
usually achieve better segmentation results than those of the
former [10]–[14], the latter often suffers from higher time com-
plexity since the computation of nonlinear spatial weights is
time-consuming.
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FCM algorithms with filtering usually improves image seg-
mentation results by employing pixel filtering and membership
filtering. The pixel filtering is performed in the per-processing
stage and it reduces the time complexity to some extent. Popular
algorithms include EnFCM [20], FGFCM [21], OSFCM-SNL
[22], NDFCM [23], FRFCM [24], EnFK [25], etc. Although
pixel filtering can improve image quality by suppressing noise,
it also smooths image details that are often useful for segmen-
tations, especially image contour details. For this problem, the
membership filtering can avoid the loss of the original image
information by considering image structural information in the
process of iterative optimization. Based on this idea, researchers
proposed many improved FCM algorithms such as sFCM [26],
csFCM [27], NCM [28], MFFCM [24], SRFCM [29], etc. These
algorithms achieve better balance between noise insensitivity
and image detail preservation than other improved FCM algo-
rithms. However, their objective functions without embedding
spatial information of images are similar to that of FCM.

FCM algorithms with MRF adopt pointwise prior probabili-
ties based on regularized Kullback–Leibler information [30] to
incorporate local constraints, which explores spatial coherency
and local similarity of images, thus improves image segmen-
tation performance. Existing algorithms include HMRF-FCM
[31], Zhang’s algorithm [32], MRFFCM [33], Liu’s algorithm
[34], KLDFCM [35], etc. The pointwise prior probabilities
usually could be obtained by pixel label (hidden MRF) or
pixel membership (MRF). The HMRF requires a large amount
of computation, so researchers pay more attention to MRF
prior probability since it requires low computational complexity.
In addition, these algorithms generally employ negative log-
likelihood of the Gaussian distribution to replace Euclidean dis-
tance or kernel distance. Therefore they inherit the advantages of
Gaussian distribution and offer a significantly robust clustering
results for complex data distribution.

According to the above analysis, it is popular to introduce
spatial information into the objective function of FCM. However
local spatial information only corresponds fixed-shape neigh-
bored window. Fortunately, superpixel techinque utilizes over-
segmentation to remedy partly this problem. On the one hand,
it reduces image redundancy and improves execution efficiency.
On the other hand, it is convenient to capture image features
and revise the quality of segmentation results. Inspired by these
attributes of superpixels, researchers have successively pro-
posed SFFCM [36], FDCM_SSR [37], and AFCF [38]. These
algorithms employ meaningful atomic regions with boundary
adherence instead of fixed small neighboring to enhance the
relationship between pixels which have similar local charac-
teristics. Meanwhile, superpixels can promote the application
of algorithms based on similarity matrix [37]–[39] in images.
Although these new algorithms settle different subtasks, they
rely too much on superpixel algorithms.

In this article, we propose fuzzy STUDENT’S t-distribution
model based on richer spatial combination (FRSC). The pro-
posed FRSC reasonably takes advantage of richer spatial scheme
to improve effectively image segmentation results. The main
highlights of the article are presented below.

1) The FRSC utilizes negative log-likelihood of the STU-
DENT’S t-distribution with a heavy tail to measure dis-
tance, which can robustly fit data distribution and exhibit
informative data description.

2) The FRSC incorporates the pixel-level local spatial infor-
mation using spatial distance constraints and membership
filtering into objective function, which can collaboratively
suppress noise and also meet the conditions of Lagrange
optimization.

3) The FRSC embeds region-level superpixels into pointwise
prior probabilities. Thus the proposed algorithm not only
keeps the block attribute of superpixels but also alleviates
the dependence on superpixels.

The rest of this article is organized into four sections. In the
next section, we briefly review the classical variants of FCM
and motivation. Section III describes the methodology of our
proposed model in detail. Comparative experimental results
from different algorithms are discussed in Section IV. Finally,
Section V concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK

FCM is one of the most mainstream algorithms based on
knowledge-driven theories for unlabeled data, which was first
proposed by Dunn [40] and finally modified by Bezdek [41].
The algorithm uses iterative optimization strategy to assign test
data to c clusters. Its objective function is defined as

J =

c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

umij‖xj − μi‖2 (1)

where X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} ∈ �D×n is a test set of n objects
with D-dimension, c is the number of clusters, uij represents
the grade of membership of the jth pixel to the ith cluster and
satisfies the conditions uij ≥ 0 and

∑c
i=1 uij = 1, m is the

weighting exponent of cluster fuzziness, μi denotes the center
of ith cluster and ‖ · ‖ is a Euclidean distance. Utilizing the
constraints of membership to minimize (1), we can get the
corresponding membership and cluster centers as follows:

uij =
‖xj − μi‖ −2

m−1∑c
k=1 ‖xj − μk‖ −2

m−1

(2)

μi =

∑n
j=1 u

m
ijxj∑n

j=1 u
m
ij

. (3)

FCM has a good robustness to noise-free data. Due to the
diversity of pixel distribution, FCM cannot obtain ideal segmen-
tation results when it is directly applied to image segmentation.
To solve this problem, most algorithms incorporate local spatial
information into their objective functions to improve segmen-
tation performance, such as FCM_S, MFFCM, HMRF-FCM,
etc. Among them, FCM_S introduces spatial constraints into
distance measurement, while MFFCM adds the step of mem-
bership filtering in iterations. Both spatial distance constraints
and membership filtering aim to smooth and revise noises or
outliers. To maintain their individual strengths, we embed them
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both in proposed objective function to mine deeply local spatial
information of images.

Similarly, HMRF-FCM also incorporates spatial modeling
using pointwise prior probabilities into its objective function.
Based on the fact that local spatial modeling cannot capture the
atomic structure of the image. So we embed the superpixels with
adaptive and irregular neighbors into pointwise prior probabil-
ities. Hence, pointwise prior probabilities can not only exhibit
region information but also reflect the boundary structure of the
image.

A. Spatial Distance Constraints

In order to improve FCM for image segmentation. Ahmed
et al. [10] proposed FCM_S with spatial distance constraints
by integrating the neighborhood information of image into its
objective function. Compared with FCM, the objective function
of FCM_S is defined as follows:

J =

c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

umij‖xj − μi‖2+ α

NR

c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

umij
∑
r∈Nj

‖xr−μi‖2

(4)
where Nj denotes the index of the jth pixel’s neighbor and NR
is corresponding cardinality, xr represents the neighbor of xj ,
and the parameter α is a penalty factor of the neighboring term.
In (4), the second term presents the neighborhood information
that helps FCM_S to provide better segmentation results for
images corrupted by noise. Inspired by FCM_S, many improved
algorithms have been proposed, such as FCM_S1, FCM_S2,
FLICM, DSFCM_N, etc.

In [10]–[14], most researchers believe that the high compu-
tational cost is caused by the addition of neighboring term. We
could relieve the problem of time complexity from a new angle.
By considering ‖xj − μi‖2j=1:n as an intermediate variables
image about μi to relieve the problem of time complexity, it
is easy to achieve the fusion of neighboring term in distance
measure by the filtering with spatial weight. This simple scheme
can effectively reduce the execution time and can be extended
to similar improved algorithms [19].

B. Membership Filtering

Since the membership directly decides the final classification
results, FCM can be improved from the perspective of member-
ship as well. Recently, Lei et al. [24] proposed MFFCM by utiliz-
ing the structural characteristics of membership to modify pixel
classification. The filtering is usually implemented between (2)
and (3), as follows:

uij =
uij +

∑
r∈Nj

1
djr+1uir∑c

k=1(ukj+
∑
r∈Nj

1
djr+1ukr)

(5)

where djr is defined as spatial Euclidean distance between the
jth pixel and the rth pixel, the spatial factor 1

djr+1 presents
the decay of the neighboring membership uir. The MFFCM
incorporates local spatial information in each iteration which
can improve image segmentation accuracy. Many algorithms

TABLE I
DICE INDEX OF FRSC WITH DIFFERENT PARAMETERS, WHERE α IS A

CONSTANT IN (11)

employ similar idea to improve segmentation performance, such
as sFCM, csFCM, NCM, FRFCM, etc.

As we all know, FCM utilizes the Lagrange multiplier
technique to minimize (1) with strict calculation. However,
FCM based on membership filtering does not satisfy objective
optimization theory. They can only get an approximate solu-
tion because this kind of algorithms do not introduce filtering
strategy into their objective functions. How to design a rigorous
algorithm of enhanced FCM still needs further research.

C. Pointwise Prior Probabilities

By incorporating neighborhood information to prior probabil-
ities, Chatzis et al. [31] introduced hidden MRF (HMRF) model
with spatial modeling to FCM, called HMRF-FCM by design-
ing the pointwise prior probabilities. The objective function of
HMRF-FCM is defined as

J =

c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

uijdij + λ

c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

uij log

(
uij
πij

)
(6)

where dij is negative log-posterior of a Gaussian distribution, λ

denotes model’s degree of fuzziness and πij denotes pointwise
prior probabilities. Although the HMRF-FCM is able to improve
the robustness of FCM on image segmentation, it requires high
computational cost. Compared to the integration of HMRF into
FCM, it is more simple and efficient to integrate spatial templates
of membership into objective functions [32].

By analyzing main strategies of existing prior probability
calculations, we find that most of them still adopt neighborhood
information to reduce the influences of outliers. Since superpix-
els can provide better adaptive local spatial information, it is
a good attempt to introduce superpixels attribute into the prior
probability.

III. METHODOLOGY

As mentioned above, the spatial structure information is vital
for FCM in image segmentation. Under the guidance of these
strategies, we propose FRSC. The proposed FRSC incorpo-
rates both spatial distance constraint dij +

∑
r∈Nj

1
NR

dir and

membership filtering uij +
∑
r∈Nj

1
djr+1uir into the objective

function of fuzzy clustering to effectively exploit neighborhood
information of pixels. Simultaneously, the proposed FRSC also
introduces the adaptive superpixels constraint [42] into the
pointwise prior probability with region-level to discriminate
homogeneous consistency of images.
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TABLE II
SEGMENTATION PERFORMANCES OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS ON THE SECOND SYNTHETIC IMAGE WITH TEXTURE MOSAIC

The best values are in bold.

TABLE III
AVERAGE METRICS (“±”STD) OF COMPARATIVE ALGORITHMS ON THE

BSDS500 DATASET

The best values are in bold.

TABLE IV
AVERAGE METRICS (‘±’STD) OF COMPARATIVE ALGORITHMS

ON THE MSRC DATASET

The best values are in bold.

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

A. Proposed Model

The FRSC designs the richer spatial combination including
the spatial distance, the membership filtering, and the point-
wise prior probability. Inspired by the respective advantages of
FCM_S, MFFCM, and HMRF-FCM, the objective function of
FRSC is defined as

J =
c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

⎛⎝uij + ∑
r∈Nj

1

djr + 1
uir

⎞⎠
⎛⎝dij + ∑

r∈Nj

1

NR
dir

⎞⎠+ λ

c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

uij log

(
uij
πij

)
(7)

where c is the number of clusters, n is the total number of
pixels in an image, uij represents the fuzzy membership of
the jth pixel belonging to the ith cluster, which satisfies the
constraints uij ≥ 0, and

∑c
i=1 uij = 1 and Nj stand for the

neighborhood of the jth pixel excluding the jth pixel. Here
djr is defined as spatial Euclidean distance between jth pixel
and the rth pixel, dij denotes the distance function using the
negative log-likelihood of STUDENT’S t-distribution and NR
is the cardinality of Nj . The prameter λ controls degree of
fuzziness of the fuzzy membership values, πij is the pointwise
prior probabilities of the ith model state with regard to the
jth observation. Similar to uij , it also satisfies the constraints
πij ≥ 0 and

∑c
i=1 πij = 1.

In (7), distance function is written as follows:

dij = − log t(xj |μi,Σi, vi) (8)

where t(xj |μi,Σi, vi) denotes the probability density func-
tion of STUDENT’S t-distribution that has a longer tail and
only one more parameter than the Gaussian distribution. The
t(xj |μi,Σi, vi) has its own mean vector (cluster center) μi, co-
variance matrixΣi, and degree of freedom vi. The STUDENT’S
t-distribution t(xj |μi,Σi, vi) is defined as

t(xj |μi,Σi, vi)

=
Γ( vi+D2 )

Γ
(
vi
2

) |Σi| −1
2

(πvi)
D
2

[
1 +

(xj − μi)
TΣ−1

i (xj − μi)

vi

]− vi+D

2

(9)

where Γ(·) represents the Gamma function,D is the dimension-
ality of test data xj , and |Σi| denotes the determinant of Σi. Fig.
1 shows the possible advantages of STUDENT’S distributions.
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF EXECUTION TIME (IN SECONDS) OF ELEVEN ALGORITHMS FOR DIFFERENT IMAGES

Fig. 1. Comparison between Gaussian distribution and STUDENT’S
t-distribution. (a) Gaussian distribution (the meanμ = 0 and covarianceΣ = 4).
(b) STUDENT’S t-distribution for various values of v (he mean μ = 0 and
covariance Σ = 4).

Fig. 2. Illustration of difference between narrow receptive field and wide
receptive field for test pixel.

Fig. 3. Segmentation process of the FRSC. (a) AMR-WT. (b) Clustering
process of the FRSC. (c) Original image. (d) Segmentation result.

Since STUDENT’S distributions has one more parameter
(degree of freedom) compared to Gaussian distribution, it has
more flexibility for data fitting. Simultaneously, if v → ∞, the
STUDENT’S t-distribution tends to a Gaussian distribution as
shown in Fig. 1. From the results illustrated in Fig. 1(a)–(b), the
STUDENT’S t-distribution can provide a longer tailed alterna-
tive by tuning the value of v than Gaussian distribution. Hence,
STUDENT’S t-distribution is a more powerful and flexible
approach for probabilistic data clustering compared to Gaussian
distribution.

Furthermore, if v = 1, the STUDENT’S t-distribution is sim-
plified to the Cauchy distribution [43]. So we can conclude
that Cauchy distribution and Gaussian distribution are special

Fig. 4. Comparison of segmentation results using different algorithms on the
first synthetic image with four class. (a) Noisy image (SP noise with density is
10% and G noise with zero mean and 10% variance). (b) FCM. (c) FCM_S. (d)
HMRF-FCM. (e) FLICM. (f) KWFLICM. (g) Liu’s algorithm. (h) FRFCM. (i)
MFFCM. (j) DSFCM_N. (k) SFFCM. (l) FRSC.

Fig. 5. Comparison of segmentation results using different algorithms on the
second synthetic image with five-class. (a) Texture image (these textures are
from the MIT Media Lab VisTex). (b) FCM. (c) FCM_S. (d) HMRF-FCM.
(e) FLICM. (f) KWFLICM. (g) Liu’s algorithm. (h) FRFCM. (i) MFFCM.
(j) DSFCM_N. (k) SFFCM. (l) FRSC.

cases of STUDENT’S t-distribution.The Laplace distribution
uses absolute operation that is not conducive to partial derivative
calculation, which limits its superiority compared to the Gaus-
sian distribution. Through the above analysis, the STUDENT’S
t-distribution shows clear superiority over other distributions.
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of different algorithms on the first synthetic image corrupted by Rician noise with different levels.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison of different algorithms on the first synthetic image corrupted by mixture noise (salt and pepper noise and Gaussian noise) with
different levels.

Fig. 8. Comparison of segmentation results using different algorithms on color images from the BSDS500.
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Fig. 9. Comparison results of different algorithms on color images from the MSRC.

Fig. 10. Derivation of spatial local membership with 3× 3 window.

B. Parameters Estimation

For the FRSC, a crucial task is to obtain the optimal solution
Θ = {uij , μi,Σi, vi} by minimizing objective function (7). We
embed the membership constraints into objective function using
the Lagrange multiplier γj as follows:

J̃ =
c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

⎛⎝uij + ∑
r∈Nj

1

djr + 1
uir

⎞⎠⎛⎝dij + ∑
r∈Nj

1

NR
dir

⎞⎠
+ λ

c∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

uij log

(
uij
πij

)
+

n∑
j=1

γj

(
c∑
i=1

uij − 1

)
.

(10)

To minimize the objective function, we consider the derivation
of (10) on the membership. From Appendix A, the estimate of
uij at the (b+ 1)th step

uij =
πijexp(−α

λ

(
dij +

∑
r∈Nj

1
NR

dir

)
)∑c

k=1 πkjexp(−α
λ
(dkj +

∑
r∈Nj

1
NR

dkr))
. (11)

According to Appendix A, α = (1 +
∑
r∈Nj

1
djr+1 ) is a con-

stant for neighboring window with fixed shape. However, there
is no closed form solution for {μi, πij ,Σi, vi} with negative
log-likelihood under STUDENT’S t-distribution. To address this
problem, the STUDENT’S t-distribution [44], [45] is divided
into a Gaussian distribution with mean μi and covariance matrix
Σi/tij and a Gamma distribution with shape vi/2 and scale 2/vi,
i.e.,

t(xj |μi,Σi, vi) ∼ Φ(xj |μi,Σi/tij)Ψ(tij |vi/2, 2/vi) (12)

where tij is a latent precision scalar, Φ(xj |μi,Σi/tij) can be
rewritten as

Φ(xj |μi,Σi/tij) =
exp(− 1

2 tij(xj − μi)
TΣ−1

i (xj − μi))

(2π/tij)
D
2 |Σi| 12

(13)
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and Ψ(tij |vi/2, 2/vi) can be computed as

Ψ(tij |vi/2, 2/vi) = (tij)
vi
2 −1exp(−tij/(2/vi))
(2/vi)vi/2Γ(vi/2)

. (14)

According to [46], [47], (8) with negative log-likelihood can
be written again as

dij =
D

2
log(2π) +

1

2
log |Σi| − D

2
EΘ(log tij)

+
1

2
EΘ(tij)(xj − μi)

TΣ−1
i (xj − μi) + log Γ

(vi
2

)
− vi

2
log
(vi
2

)
− (

vi
2

− 1)EΘ(log tij) +
vi
2
EΘ(tij) (15)

where EΘ(tij) and EΘ(log tij) are denoted by

EΘ(tij) = t
(b)
ij =

v
(b)
i +D

v
(b)
i + (xj − μ

(b)
i )T (Σ−1

i )(b)(xj − μ
(b)
i )

(16)

and

EΘ(log tij) = log t
(b)
ij − log

(
v
(b)
i +D

2

)
+ ψ

(
v
(b)
i +D

2

)
(17)

where ψ(s) = ∂ log(ψ(s))
∂s is the di-gamma function [44], [45].

Observing (16) and (17), we find that the current (b+ 1)th step
estimation of the algorithm requires corresponding to variables
at the previous (b)th step. By substituting (16) aand (17) to (15),
the estimate of dij at the (b+ 1)th step can be obtained

dij =
D

2
log(2π) +

1

2
log |Σi|+ log Γ

(vi
2

)
+
vi
2
t
(b)
ij

+
1

2
t
(b)
ij (xj − μi)

TΣ−1
i (xj − μi)− vi

2
log
(vi
2

)
−
(
vi +D

2
− 1

)(
log t

(b)
ij − log

(
v
(b)
i +D

2

)

+ ψ

(
v
(b)
i +D

2

))
. (18)

By combining (7) and (18), we can obtain (19).

From Appendix B, the clustering centers μi at (b+ 1)th step
are obtained

μi =

n∑
j=1

(uij +
∑
r∈Nj

1
djr+1uir)(t

(b)
ij xj +

∑
r∈Nj

1
NR

t
(b)
ir xr)

n∑
j=1

(uij +
∑
r∈Nj

1
djr+1uir)(t

(b)
ij +

∑
r∈Nj

1
NR

t
(b)
ir )

.

(20)

Similarly, from Appendix C, the covariance matrix Σi at (b+
1)th step is obtained

Σi =
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j=1
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In addition, from Appendix D, the degree-of-freedom vi at
(b+ 1)th step can be calculated as follows:
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The spatial distance constraints and membership filtering
are integrated into the objective function of the FRSC, which
guarantees spatial structure information being implemented in
all variables, as shown in formula (11) and (20)–(22). During
the convergence process of the FRSC, the small window avoids
oversmoothing and keeps the richer original characteristics,
which can mine deeper hidden feature to guide correct image
segmentation.

C. Prior Probabilities

To affect result at (b+ 1)th iteration of the proposed algo-
rithm, it is easy to design pointwise prior probabilities according
to ideas in [31] and [32], i.e,

π′
ij =

uij +
∑
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1
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In (23), the π′
ij only considers local information within nar-

row receptive field, which limits the capability of pointwise
prior probabilities. To solve the problem, superpixels are often
employed since they provide meaningful atomic regions with
accurate boundaries, and present homogeneous features within
a wide receptive field as shown in Fig. 2.

According to Fig. 2, we can find that traditional neighbor-
ing information can perceive only regular narrow filed, which
ignores the really local-spatial structure of image. In order
to overcome this shortcoming, we can use superpixel region
generated by AMR-WT to capture wide receptive filed.

Inspired by this, we employ the property of superpixels to
modify pointwise prior probabilities, and thus, get a new point-
wise prior probability

πij =

1
Sj

∑
l∈Rj

(uil +
∑
r∈Nl

1
dlr+1uil)∑c

k=1
1
Sj

∑
l∈Rj

(ukl +
∑
r∈Nl

1
dlr+1ukl)

(24)

where Sj represents the pixel number in region Rj including
the jth pixel of an image, the adaptive region Rj is provided
by the AMR-WT [43]. The uil stands for fuzzy membership of
the lth pixel within the region Rj with respect to the ith cluster.
Since adaptive regions provide better spatial relationship than
local neighborhood information within fixed windows, the πij
can help (11) to improve image segmentation effect.

D. Algorithm Framework of the FRSC

According to the analysis above, we get richer spatial com-
bination. The spatial constraints with small window can lightly
smooth outliers. Meanwhile, superpixels with blocks can revise
boundaries of an image. The richer spatial combination not
only retains advantages of local structure but also exhibits the
attributes of superpixels.

To illustrate clearly our algorithm, we summarize these pa-
rameters Θ = {uij , μi, πij ,Σi, vi} updates of our algorithm as
follows.

1) Set the number of clusters c, set the convergence thresh-
old η, and set the maximal iteration number B.

2) Before iteration, get a superpixels result from AMR-WT
and select the neighboring window. In addition, initial-
ize the parameters, including the cluster centers μi, the
pointwise prior probabilities πij , the covariance matrix
Σi, and the degree-of-freedom vi.

3) Set the loop counter b = 0.
4) Update the membership matrix uij using (11).
5) Update the latent variable tij using (16).
6) Update the cluster centers μi using (20).
7) Update the covariance matrix Σi using (21).
8) Update the pointwise prior probabilities πij using (24).
9) Update the degree-of-freedom vi using (22).

10) If max |J (b) − J (b−1))| ≤ η or b ≥ B, stop; otherwise,
update b = b+ 1, and go to step 4.

When the proposed algorithm meets the convergence condi-
tion, we can obtain the optimal membership matrix, then utilize
a defuzzification process by maximum membership to convert
membership matrix to label matrix. Since uij is replaced by
uij +

∑
r∈Nj

1
djr+1uir, we assign pixels to the class L with the

spatial highest membership value, as follows:

Lj = argi

{
max

{
uij +

∑
r∈Nj

1

djr + 1
uir

}}
. (25)

According to Lj , the fuzzy membership matrix is converted
to label image.

To illustrate further the strengths of the FRSC, Fig. 3 shows
the process of segmentation. In Fig. 3(a), there are two serious
region-level defects marked by red and blue boxes. The proposed
FRSC utilizes pixel-level neighboring substructures of the orig-
inal image to avoid segmentation errors as shown in Fig. 3(d).
But Fig. 3(d) also maintains some attributes of superpixels. The
FRSC combines their respective advantages, called region-level
blocks and pixel-level neighboring substructures, to improve
final segmentation effect.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conducted experiments on synthetic im-
ages, real color images from different datasets that include the
Berkeley segmentation dataset and benchmark (BSDS) [48], and
the Microsoft research Cambridge (MSRC) [49]. To demon-
strate the superiority of proposed algorithm, we also evaluated
FCM_S [10], HMRF-FCM [31], FLICM [12], KWFLICM [16],
Liu’s algorithm [34], FRFCM [24], MFFCM [24], DSFCM_N
[13], SFFCM [36], etc., for comparison. To make all test algo-
rithms obtain better segmentation effect, we adopted the CIELab
color space. Our experiments are executed with MATLAB
R2019, and are conducted on a DELL desktop with Intel(R)
Core (TM) CPU, i7-6700, 3.4 GHz, 16 GB RAM.

A. Parameter Setting

Before accomplishing all numerical experiments, we first
depict parameter setting of all test algorithms. For fuzzy clus-
tering algorithms, there are three essential parameters, namely,
the weighting exponent, the convergence threshold, and the
maximal number of iterations. In our experiments, the three
parameters are set as 2, 10−5, and 100, respectively. In addition,
a local window of size 3× 3 is fairly adopted for all algorithms
considering spatial information.

Except for three essential parameters and the window size,
there are no more parameters used for FLICM, KWFLICM, and
MFFCM. Nevertheless, the penalty factor is often used to control
the effect of neighboring term in the FCM_S, and its value is
set to 3. For the HMRF-FCM and Liu’s algorithm, the degree
of fuzziness is usually neglected since its value is 1. Meanwhile
the Liu’s algorithm employs initial oversegmentation provided
by the mean-shift [50] that is implemented with the spatial
bandwidth hs = 10, the range bandwidth hr = 10, and the min-
imum region area hk = 100. According to the DSFCM_N, the
regularization parameter is chosen as one quarter of the standard
deviation of each channel in image. The structural element used
for FRFCM follows the original article. In the SFFCM, the
minimal structuring element is a disk and its radius is set to
2.
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Except for the convergence threshold and the maximal num-
ber of iterations, the objective function of proposed FRSC still
includes two main parameters: The size of local window w and
the parameter λ that controls degree of fuzziness. To explain
clearly the selection for w and λ, we exhibit a serious of ex-
periments as shown in Table I. Fig. 4(a) is tested after Salt and
pepper noise (SP), Gaussian noise (G), and Rician noise (R) have
been corrupted, while their noise levels are 15%. Table I shows
that the Dice index of FRSC depends on the two parameters.
If λ is fixed, as the window size increases, Dice index will get
worse and the time complexity will get higher. So we should
choose a small window for FRSC. If the window size is fixed,
we find that when λ = 2α, the performance of FRSC is the
best. According to the comparative experiment in Table I, we
use 3× 3 window and λ = 2α. Simultaneously, AMR-WT is
considered as a presegmentation with the minimal structuring
element of 2 to impact on pointwise prior probabilities.

B. Synthetic Images

To compare the robustness of different algorithms for noise
and mosaic, we choose two synthetic images of size 256×
256, as shown in Fig. 4(a) with mixture noise and Fig. 5(a)
with texture mosaic. The mixture noise is the composition
of SP and G. These textures are chosen from the MIT Me-
dia Lab VisTex https://vismod.media.mit.edu/vismod/imagery/
VisionTexture/vistex.html. Segmentation results of all men-
tioned algorithms are shown in Figs. 4 and 5(b)–(l).

Fig. 4(b) shows that the FCM is sensitive to noise because of
ignoring spatial information of images. FCM_S fails to segment
correct class as shown in Fig. 4(c). Fig. 4(d), (i), and (g) indicates
that HMRF-FCM, MFFCM, and DSFCM_N can suppress noise
to some extent, but these segmentation results still contain a lot of
isolated regions caused by noise. In contrast with these clustering
algorithms, both FLICM and FRFCM obtain better segmen-
tation results as shown in Figs. 4(e), (h). As the KWFLICM
employs tradeoff weighted fuzzy factor and kernel metric, it pro-
vides favorable segmentation as shown in Fig. 4(f). Compared to
Fig. 3(f), Fig. 3(g), and (k) shows better visual effect since both
Liu’s algorithm and the SFFCM employ superpixels algorithms
to obtain excellently adaptive spatial neighborhood information.
However, Fig. 4(g), (k) still contains some misclassified pixels.
Compared to other algorithms, the proposed FRSC employs
richer spatial combination information, and thus, achieves the
best segmentation result as shown in Fig. 4(l).

For real synthetic images, texture information plays an im-
portant role for the final segmentation effect. Fig. 5 shows the
comparison of segmentation results using different algorithms
on the synthetic image with real texture information. Except
HMRF-FCM, Liu’s algorithm, and SFFCM, other comparative
algorithms are less immune to textures mosaic leading to a large
amount of clutter as shown in Fig. 5(b), (c), (e), (f), (h)–(j). The
main reason is that these algorithms only employ one kind of
spatial information. Fig. 5(d) shows the segmentation of HMRF-
FCM, which contains a few spots in consistent regions. Although
Liu’s algorithm avoids the clutter to some extent as shown in Fig.
5(g), it confuses classes due to little difference of texture mosaic.

Focusing on Fig. 5(k) generated by the SFFCM, we find that the
segmentation result contains clear boundaries and shows good
visual effect. Furthermore, the segmentation result shown in Fig.
5(l) is superior to the Fig. 5(k) since the FRSC utilizes richer
spatial combination information than comparative algorithms.

To evaluate quantitatively the performance of all test algo-
rithms, we add different levels of noise on the first synthetic
image and use segmentation accuracy (SA), Dice index (DI),
partition coefficient (PC), and partition entropy (PE) to evaluate
the performance of different algorithms. Figs. 6 and 7 show the
comparison of performance metrics. For the second synthetic
image with texture mosaic, we add three popular indicators,
i.e., quantitative index score (S), normalized mutual informa-
tion (NMI), and F-score, to evaluate image segmentation effect
provided by different algorithms. Except for PE, a larger value
of indicators corresponds to better segmentation effect. Table II
shows the performance metrics of different algorithms.

As illustrated in Fig. 6, HMRF-FCM, Liu’s algorithm, SF-
FCM, and FRSC perform well on the first synthetic image
corrupted by Rician noise of different levels. Especially, the
four algorithms almost provide extreme values of PC and PE
due to their employment of negative log-likelihood function
and superpixel. A similar situation also appears in Fig. 7. By
comparing Figs. 6 and 7, we can infer that segmentation results
of FRSC are better than other comparative algorithms, and its
membership values are tending closer 1.

Different from Figs. 6 and 7, Table II shows seven indicators
of all algorithms for synthetic image with texture mosaic. Except
for PC and PE, the change trends of other indicators are relatively
close. The satisfaction of FCM_S, MFFCM, and DSFCM_N is
even lower than that of FCM as shown in Table II. FLICM,
KWFLICM, and FRFCM also provide poor indicators. How-
ever, the HMRF-FCM and SFFCM perform well for different
indicators. It is worth noting that the Liu’s algorithm is not
stable. Consistent with the visual effect of Fig. 5(l), the proposed
FRSC outperforms other comparative algorithms due to the use
of richer spatial combination information.

C. Benchmarks

In Section IV-B, we conducted experiments on two synthetic
images, and experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
FRSC outperforms comparative algorithms. To demonstrate fur-
ther the superiority of the proposed algorithm, we conducted
experiments on two popular benchmarks BSDS500 and MSRC.
The BSDS500 includes 500 natural images with size of either
481× 321 or 321× 481, and each image corresponds to 4–9
manually labeled ground truths. The MSRC collects 591 images
with size of either 320× 213 or 213× 320 and covers 23 object
classes. There is only one ground truth for each image in MSRC.

Fig. 8 visually shows segmentation results of comparative
algorithms on BSDS500. As can be seen from Fig. 8, FCM with-
out spatial information of image is sensitive to clutter in color
image. Segmentation results obtained by FCM_S, HMRF-FCM,
FLICM, KWFLICM, FRFCM, and MFFCM include lots of iso-
lated small areas due to the employment of a small local window.
DSFCM_N also adopts a similar strategy, but it only works for

https://vismod.media.mit.edu/vismod/imagery/VisionTexture/vistex.html.
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part of image, e.g, the first test image in Fig. 8. Liu’s algorithm
and SFFCM generate better segmentation results than afore-
mentioned algorithms, which are attributed to the incorporation
of superpixels. These methods utilize spatial information and
superpixels algorithm to relieve the interferences from complex
background and low-intensity contrast. For the proposed FRSC,
the richer spatial combination explores the advantages of spatial
information and superpixels, which deeply mines the potential
information of the image to improve the clustering results as
shown in the last row of Fig. 8.

In Fig. 9, some test images from the MSRC shows simpler
background and texture than Fig. 8. Similarly, the proposed
FRSC achieves the best segmentation results of all the com-
pared algorithms. Especially the seventh row of Fig. 9 presents
incredible contrast, which verifies that the FRSC with richer
spatial combination can obtain segmentation objects with ac-
curate boundaries. From Figs. 8 and 9, we also discover that
comparative algorithms are unstable for different scenes. On
the contrary, the FRSC employing richer spatial combination
not only retains local characteristics of images but also avoids
block effect caused by superpixels, which helps the proposed
algorithm to generate stable and good segmentation results.

To evaluate further the segmentation performance of all test-
ing algorithms on the BSDS500 and the MSRC, we adopt
five performance measures [36]. The probabilistic rand index
(PRI), the coving (CV), the variation of information (VI), the
global consistency error (GCE), and the boundary displacement
error (BDE) are used as metric criterion. The PRI measures the
similarity between segmentation result and ground truth. The
CV is an overlap measure of two segmentation results. The VI
focuses on the distance of two partitions in terms of their entropy.
The GCE estimates the deviation between two segmentations.
The BDE assesses boundary error of two segmentations results.
When the segmentation result is close to the ground truth, then
the value of PRI and CV will be large while the value of VI,
GCE, and BDE will be small.

According to the size of testing images, we set the number
of clusters from 2 to 6 for an image in BSDS500, while we set
the number of clusters from 2 to 4 for an image in MSRC. We
select a group of data corresponding to the best PRI for each
image. Tables III and IV show the comparison of performance
metrics on two datasets, where we utilize mean and standard
deviation (std) to estimate stability of algorithms. Through the
qualitative and quantitative evaluations, we note that DSFCM_N
obtains lower values of metrics since the sparse deviation with
local spatial information causes serious error with a higher prob-
ability. In addition to the SFFCM, other comparative algorithms
obtain similar values of five metrics. Compared with SFFCM,
the proposed FRSC achieves overall the most excellent mean
values of PRI, CV, VI, GCE, and BDE. Meanwhile, the standard
deviations of FRSC are slightly better than most comparative
algorithms, which demonstrates the stability of the FRSC. Figs.
8 and 9 and Tables III–IV demonstrate further the effectiveness
of the proposed FRSC for real image segmentation.

Since statistical significance of an algorithm can exhibit that
the differences observed in experiments are real and not due to
chance, we calculate the p value by conducting t-test to describe

the probability of differences between two groups. Then we
perform statistical significance test of the proposed FRSC versus
other comparison algorithms on BSDS500. We find that the
p values of the five indicators (PRI, CV, VI, GCE, BDE) are
all less than 0.01. For MSRC, we can get similar results. In
most sciences, if the p ≤ 0.01, results are generally considered
statistically significant. Through the above analysis, it can be
concluded that the proposed algorithm is statistically significant.

D. Computational Cost

The computational complexity is important for estimating the
practicability of algorithms. Table V shows the comparison of
computational complexity for different algorithms, where n is
the number of pixels of test images, c is the number of clusters, b
is the number of iteration, w is the size of local window, O(n×
τ) is the execution cost of initial oversegmentation for Liu’s
algorithm,O(n× t′) is the computational complexity of AMR-
WT, n′ is the total number of superpixel areas, and n′ � n.
Although FCM_S, HMRF-FCM, FLICM, and MFFCM employ
different local neighbor information, they have the same time
complexity.

As shown in Table V, FCM_S with local spatial information
requires higher computational burden than FCM in each itera-
tion. In order to get the local coefficient of variation, KWFLICM
needs longer computational time. SFFCM uses a superpixel
technology, so it has lower time complexity than FRFCM. Com-
pared to Liu’s algorithm, FRSC mines more spatial information
from membership and distance, but it simplifies the calculation
of pointwise prior probabilities.

To verify further the above analysis, we compare the execution
time of eleven algorithms for different images as shown in Table
VI. With BSDS500 and MRSC, we compute the average running
time of all testing images within each benchmark dataset. In
addition, c is set to 2–6 for BSDS500 while c is set to 2–4
for MSRC. It can be seen from Table VI that SFFCM requires
the shortest execution time, even lower than FCM, due to the
fact that the number of superpixel areas is much smaller than
the number of pixels. Obviously, FCM_S, FLICM, FRFCM,
MFFCM, and DSFCM_N exhibit similar high computational
efficiency. On the contrary, HMRF-FCM and KWFLICM need
long execution time since hidden Markov models and local
coefficient of variation are considered. The proposed FRSC is
faster than Liu’s algorithm but slower than most comparison
algorithms; this drawback can be compensated by its very good
performance as mentioned above.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, a FRSC has been proposed. Through combining
spatial distance constraints, membership filtering and pointwise
prior probabilities with superpixels, the proposed algorithm not
only can reduce noise interference but also can improve segmen-
tation quality. The FRSC takes advantage of each module and
balances the respective role in image segmentation. Thus, with
the help of pixel-level neighboring substructures and region-
level block attribute, the FRSC is able to determine details or
boundaries from interference. In addition, the algorithm adopts
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the negative log-likelihood under STUDENT’S t-distribution as
distance measure, which is more robust for outliers or noises.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm can deeply mine comprehen-
sive neighboring features and obtain much improved segmenta-
tion results. In consequence, the FRSC is obviously better than
the popular comparison algorithms in different kinds of images.

There are some open issues worth discussing. First, the
FRSC employs fixed neighboring weight, which can reduce
the execution time, but it also weakens local differences.
Second, the FRSC lacks sparse membership which better distin-
guish similarities of data. How to design adaptive neighboring
weight, obtain sparse membership, and deal with related prob-
lems would require more research efforts.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF MEMBERSHIP MATRIX uij

In order to simplify the calculation, we create the temporary
function of J̃uij

with respect to uij according to (10)
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According to the correlation between neighbor-
hood information in Fig. 10, we can obtain that
∂
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The derivative of (A.1) with respect to uij is given as follows:
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which results in
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where α = (1 +
∑
r∈Nj

1
djr+1 ) is a constant for a fixed neigh-

boring window. Utilizing
∑c
i=1 uij = 1 to eliminate intermedi-

ate variable of exp(−1− γj
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), we can obtain the membership at

the (b+ 1)th step
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF CLUSTER CENTERS μi

To estimate the clustering centers at (b+ 1)th step, we create
the temporary function of Jμi

with respect to μi according to
(19) (ignoring constant terms)
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In a similar fashion, we can get
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which results in
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Since there are 2Σ−1
i on both sides of the formula (B.3), we

can delete the influence of 2Σ−1
i . Then, we get clustering centers

at the (b+ 1)th step
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF COVARIANCE MATRIX Σi

To estimate the covariance matrix at (b+ 1)th step, we create
the temporary function of JΣi

with respect to Σi according to
(19) (ignoring constant terms)
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Similarly, we can get
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which results in
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Thus, the covariance matrix is expressed as

Σi =

n∑
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APPENDIX D
PROOF OF DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM vi

To estimate the degree of freedom at (b+ 1)th step, we create
the temporary function of Jvi with respect to vi according to
(19) (ignoring constant terms)
where v(b)i and t(b)ij are constants at (b+ 1)th step, since, (D1)
as shown bottom of this page
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It is easy to obtain Solving the formula, we can obtain, (D6)
as shown bottom of the previous page
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